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Abstract. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) has been used to model a variety of ob-
jects and for a number of applications in engineering and science. These have ranged from
astrophysics to fluid and solid mechanics problems. Much research has been dedicated to form-
ing a better understanding of the SPH method. As a consequence, new numerical techniques
have been developed in order to overcome some of its difficulties and limitations. Nonetheless,
there is still a gap in information concerning the impact of the initial particle distribution on
the effectiveness of the SPH method. With this in mind, a review of existing recommendations
for SPH initial configurations has been conducted in this paper. In addition to this, a numerical
example is presented which is based on the classical 2-D lid driven cavity problem, wherein the
upper boundary exerts a horizontal shear force on the fluid inside the cavity. The velocity of the
lid is v = 10−3 m/s and the cavity is square with length l = 1x10−3 m. The fluid was modelled
with a density ρ = 1000 kg/m3, a viscosity µ = 10−3 kg/ms) (Re = 1). These parameters were
held constant for all consequent comparisons. The number of particles is varied from (20 ×
20) to (80 × 80). The initial distribution is modelled in three different ways: (i) regular, (ii)
pseudo-random (with a 30% random deviation from the regular grid) and (iii) fully random.
The effectiveness of each initial particle distribution is assessed according to the field velocities
and horizontal and vertical centreline velocity profiles. The impact of the initial particle distri-
bution is highlighted and compared against a reference CFD result, and recommendations and
conclusions are drawn for the SPH method.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, new numerical techniques have been developed in order to overcome some
of the difficulties and limitations inherent to the SPH method. Despite this progression, there
is still a gap in information concerning the impact of initial particle distribution. A literature
review highlighted that most SPH simulations implement a completely regular initial particle
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distribution. With this in mind, a review of existing methods in SPH initial configurations has
been conducted.

Idelshon et al. [1] discussed various essential issues concerning meshless methods and, in
particular, what is meaningful when opting for a non-mesh-based method over a mesh-based
one. However, the authors don’t focus specifically on the impact of initial particle distribution
in meshless methods.

Diehl et. al. [2] present a novel, and perhaps the most comprehensive, study on the effect of
initial particle spacing on SPH. In comparing initial particle distributions the authors highlight
that a cubic lattice arrangement is prone to artefacts due to the alignment of particles along
grid axes although it does display very little noise and is simple to implement. They do not
recommend this method. Similarly, random initial configurations are not recommended as the
lattice effects are not fully understood and the configuration results in high levels of noise.
The authors propose an initial configuration based on Weighted Voronoi Tessellations (WVTs),
which has been implemented in a variety of astrophysics problems. They further present a new
method for setting up SPH simulations with arbitrary, spatially varying resolution requirements
in 2, 3 or N dimensions. While discussing the difficulties in estimating the errors in the SPH
equations from first principles, Monaghan [3] states that these errors depend on the dynamics
of the simulation. He further states that one approach to estimate these errors involving initially
distributing the particles on a regular grid and then shifting them randomly by some distance,
as investigated by Colagrossi [4]. Monaghan goes on to state that if the particle spacing is small
relative to the dominant length scales, then the disorder resulting from the initial shifting of
particles is not relevant.

Monaghan [5] later wrote a paper addressing the claims by Imaeda et al. [6] that the SPH
method contains a fundamental flaw which is highlighted by shear flow simulations. Mon-
aghan’s paper stated that, provided that the initial particles configuration was in an equilibrium
state, the results obtained were independent of initial distribution. Monaghan also highlights
how, for for simulations with a low Mach number and stiff equations of state, the initial particle
distribution equilibrium condition is of paramount importance. If this condition is not respected
and particles are placed at random, Monaghan states that “violent fluctuations in the pressure
will drive the fluid out of the region of interest”.

While discussing the importance of local conservation, Price [7] states how a random initial
distribution will result in errors which are proportional to 1/

√
N, where N is the number of

particles in the simulation. Price continues to demonstrate that, in a Hamiltonian system, the
particles will rearrange until a minimum energy state is achieved, thus leading to an inherent re-
meshing of particles. Cartwright et al. [8] investigated the effect of Poisson noise on simulations
involving rings of particles in Keplerian rotation. This Poisson noise was a product of using a
random number algorithm in the initial placement of particles, which is commonly found in
simulations involving spiral galaxies. This investigation highlighted that gravity calculations
are not affected by Poission noise. Density was found to be much more susceptible and the
effect increased with the total number of particles. The pressure calculations were found to be
the most influenced by noise where the effect was found to scale with

√
N. Hubber et al [9]
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confirm the Poissonian errors given by both Price and Cartwright. They further state that as
the minimum energy state, as discussed previously, is formed, the errors in the corresponding
lattice distribution scales with 1/(N log N).

Controlling the initial particle distribution appears to fundamentally conflict with the phi-
losophy of the SPH method. A large number of authors agree that best results are achieved
when avoiding a fully random initial particle distribution, provided they are not relaxed prior to
running the simulation.

A numerical example based on a 2D shear driven cavity problem is examined in the present
paper in order to highlight the effect of initial particle distribution. The numerical example
uses a variety of initial particle distributions including; completely random, pseudo-random
and regular distributions. The aim of the numerical example is to aid in determining some
generic conclusions about the influence of initial particle distribution on the SPH method.

2 SMOOTHED PARTICLE HYDRODYNAMICS

Initially devised to solve astrophysical problems in three-dimensional open space [10, 11],
smoothed particle hydrodynamics is considered to be a truly meshfree particle method and one
of the oldest of its kind. Since its initial formulation, SPH has been extended to a range of phys-
ical problems including fluid and solid mechanics. The collective movement of the particles
resembles the movement of a liquid or a gas flow and it can be modelled using equations from
classical Newtonian hydrodynamics. A basic SPH formulation is presented below. A more
detailed formulation can be found in [12, 13, 14].

2.1 General SPH formulation

In SPH, a system is represented by a set of particles which are distributed throughout the
continuum. These particles posses material properties and interact with each other depending on
their range of influence which is controlled by a weighting or smoothing function. The particles
require no connectivity. Field functions are first converted into their integral representation.
This also known as the kernel approximation. The kernel approximation of a function f (x) is
represented by the integration of the multiplication of that function by the smoothing kernel
function.

〈 f (x)〉 =
∫
Ω

f
(
x′
)∇W

(
x − x′, h

)
dx′ (1)

Within the smoothing kernel function, or smoothing function, h is the smoothing length
which is used to define the area of influence of the smoothing function W. This smoothing
function should fulfil some basic requirements [15, 16]. The approximation for the spatial
derivative 〈∇ · f (x)〉 is obtained by substituting f (x) with 〈∇ · f (x)〉 in equation 1 and applying
the divergence theorem along with the knowledge that the surface integration can be neglected
inside the problem domain, which gives

〈∇ · f (x)〉 = −
∫
Ω

f (x′) · ∇W(x − x′, h)dx′ (2)
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The kernel approximation is then further estimated through particles, which is known as
the particle approximation. This is achieved by replacing the integration in the representation
of the field function and its derivatives with summations over all the correlating values at the
neighbouring particles in a local domain called the support domain. The particle approximation
of a field function is given as

〈 f (x)〉 =
N∑

j=1

mj

ρ j
f
(
x j

)
· ∇Wi j where ∇Wi j =

x − x′j
ri j

δWi j

δri j
=

xi j

ri j

δWi j

δri j
(3)

N is the total number of particles within the influence area of the particle i. Similarly, the
particle approximation of the derivative of a field function is given by

〈∇ · f (x)〉 = −
N∑

j=1

mj

ρ j
f
(
x j

)
· ∇Wi j (4)

The values of the particle approximations are calculated at every time step. Therefore, the
distribution of particles may initially influence the results. The formulation described is applied
to field functions in the form of partial differential equations (PDEs) and results in ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) in a discretized form which is dependent on time. The ODEs are
solved through an explicit integration algorithm in order to achieve fast time stepping.

2.2 SPH formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations

The SPH formulation of the Navier-Stokers equations is derived by firstly discretising the
equations. This leads to a set of ODEs which evolve with time. This set of ODEs can then
be solved through time integration and are based on three fundamental physical laws of con-
servation: conservation of mass, conservation of momentum and conservation of energy. By
implementing the general formulation given above, the Navier-Stokes equations can be written
as [12, 14] 

Dρi

Dt
=

N∑
j=1

mjvβi j ·
∂Wi j

∂xβi

Dvi
α

Dt
= −

N∑
j=1

mj


σαβi

ρ2
i

+
σαβ j

ρ2
j


∂Wi j

∂xβi

Dei

Dt
=

1
2

N∑
j=1

mj


pi

ρ2
i

+
pj

ρ2
j

 vβi j
∂Wi j

∂xβi
+
µi

2ρi
ε
αβ
i ε
αβ
i

Dxi
α

Dt
= vi

α

(5)

where σ is the total stress tensor made up of isotropic pressure and viscous stress such that
σαβ = −pδαβ + ταβ and ταβ = µεαβ, where µ is the dynamic viscosity and ε is the shear strain
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rate. The relative velocity between particles, vi j = vi − v j. The Greek subscripts α and β de-
note coordinate directions and summations in the discretised equations are taken over repeated
indices.

3 NUMERICAL MODEL

The numerical example presented is based on a 2D lid driven cavity problem, where the
upper boundary exerts a horizontal shear force on the fluid in the cavity. The purpose of this
example was to highlight and compare the impact of initial particle distributions. The example
is a derivation of that which is presented by Liu [14].

A square (l = 1 × 10−3 m) cavity is filled with water. The bottom and side walls of the
cavity are rigid. The top wall, or lid, slides in its plane from left to right at a velocity of
1 × 10−3 m/s exerting a shear force on the fluid within the cavity. The fluid was modelled with
a density ρ = 1000 kg/m3 and a viscosity µ = 10−3 kg/ms yielding Re = 1. In addition to these
properties, the particles which simulated the fluid were also initialised with zero velocity and
pressure. Gravity was neglected.

Three different particle distributions were investigated. These included a completely random
distribution, a pseudo-random distribution and a completely regular distribution. Through vary-
ing the number of particles in the domain of each test, the sensitivity of the simulation to the
number of particles was explored in addition to the impact of initial particle distribution. With
this in mind, a total of four different domain particle densities was implemented. The following
12 tests were carried out: three different initial particle distributions, each with four different
number of particles. Particle distributions varied from completely random to pseudo-random to
regular. The number of particles varied from 400 (20 × 20) to 1600 (40 × 40), 3600 (60 × 60)
and 6400 (80 × 80), excluding virtual or boundary particles. The same number of particles was
used for the random and partly random configurations to model the fluid.

The pseudo-random configuration was created by shifting each particle in the regular grids
randomly by up to 30% of the spacing between particles. This ensured that an element of disor-
der was incorporated into the initial distribution whilst preventing the particles from clumping
together.

The cavity walls and lid were modelled using virtual particles that exert a repulsive boundary
force on the inner particles to prevent them from escaping the domain, also known as type 1
particles. The repulsive force was scaled with the particle spacing [14]. For each type of
distribution and number of particles, the particles used to model the fluid were offset from
the boundary by half the spacing between particles used the in the corresponding regular grid.
This was done to prevent the simulation exploding due to the repulsive fore exerted from the
boundary. The boundary particles themselves were separated by half the spacing used for the
particles modelling the fluid in the regular grids. The same configuration of boundary particles
was used for each type of distribution and scaled accordingly with the total number of particles
used to model the fluid. The boundary particles modelling the lid were initialised with a velocity
of 1 × 10−3 m/s. The properties and position of the boundary particles did not evolve with time
but are used in the approximations carried out at the internal particles. Further exterior boundary
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particles which can be used to ensure that particle deficiency does not occur near the boundary
were not used in these simulations, which may have resulted in some inaccuracy. Figure 1
shows the 12 different initial configurations and highlights the boundary and internal particle
configurations discussed. The smoothing length of each particle was set as the initial distance
between particles in the regular grid in the horizontal direction, which equals the distance in the
vertical direction. The mass of each particle was set to the density times the particle spacing in
the horizontal and vertical direction in the regular grid. These smoothing lengths and masses
were used for the corresponding pseudo-random and random simulations. Although it was
appropriate to assume that the mass of the particles in the regular grid was the density of the
particle times the discretized volume of space it influences, applying this mass directly to the
pseudo-random and random simulation will have resulted in some non-physical initial density
distributions. A constant time step of 2.0 × 10−5 was used. All twelve simulations were ran
for 7500 time steps, as this was when the most volatile of them was deemed to have reached a
steady state solution.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A benchmark was required in order to validate the results obtained using the SPH method.
With this in mind, a simulation was run on the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) package
STAR-CCM+. This simulation was chosen for comparative purposes as the velocity vectors,
vorticity contours and locations of primary vortex it produced were in good agreement with
those from previous studies [17, 18]. Figure 2 displays the absolute velocity magnitude dif-
ference between the SPH simulations and the the STAR-CCM+ reference case while Figure 3
displays the relative difference. These figures are displayed in increasing number of particles
(top to bottom) and increasing the element of randomness (left to right). The first column shows
the simulation results for the initially regular distribution, the second for the pseudo-random
distirbution and the last for the completely random distribution. Figures 4 and 5 show the non-
dimensional vertical velocity profile along the horizontal centreline and the non-dimensional
horizontal velocity profile along the vertical centreline, respectively.

Figures 4 and 5 highlight that the results produced from the SPH and CFD methods gener-
ally agree. It is clear that for the lower particle distributions, the SPH results deviate as com-
pared to the reference solution. Additionally, these figure show how the initially random and
pseudo-random distributions produced noisy curves with large fluctuations. These plots appear
to indicate that the high density and structured distribution produces the overall best results

Due to the adaptive nature of the SPH method it should not, supposedly, be affected by the
arbitrary distribution of particles. Therefore it was expected that the results may have favoured
a specific number of initial particles but would not have been heavily influenced by the type
of distribution. However, this was clearly not the case as the results showed that a regular
distribution produced the most favourable results for the parameters measured. Due to the
repulsive force between particles, random distributions were expected to quickly move to their
minimum energy state. Although this repositioning of particles inevitably causes some spurious
velocities, it was expected that these would quickly dampen out and not impact the overall
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Figure 1: Different particle density for each initial particle distribution: Top to bottom: 20 × 20, 40 × 40, 60 × 60
and 80 × 80; left to right: regular distribution, pseudo-random distribution and random distribution. Figures 2

and 3 follow this arrangement.
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quality of the results.
Figures 2 to 5 clearly highlight that the 20 × 20 particle distributions simply do not contain

a sufficient quantity of particles to accurately capture the physics of the shear cavity. There-
fore, when attempting to draw conclusions from the simulation results, these distributions were
discarded. The literature review highlighted that a random configuration should not be used
unless the distribution is allowed to reach equilibrium prior to imposing external forces. It was
predicted that the effects caused by the initially random configuration would be dampened out
in the early stages of the simulations. This was checked for the 60 × 60 random initial config-
uration which was allowed to reach equilibrium prior to being exposed to the shear force. The
results of this simulation did not highlight an improvement over the corresponding simulation
which was not allowed to reach equilibrium prior to imposing the shear force.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the results obtained some general remarks can be made about the influence of the
initial particle distribution. The regular distribution produced the least noisy results which were
the most easily interpreted. The random distributions were the noisiest of the three which
is clearly highlighted by the vertical and horizontal velocity curves around the corresponding
centrelines. Although the choice of particle distribution is situational, a regular distribution
is recommended. When investigating the number of particles to be used, there is clearly a
minimum below which the method cannot capture the physics of the simulation. In the case
of this lid-driven shear cavity, that amount was between 400 (20 × 20) and 1600 (40 × 40)
particles. The results also highlighted that there may also be a recommended maximum number
of particles as the transition from 3600 (60 × 60) to 6400 (80 × 80) particles resulted in a
decrease in the quality of the results obtained, especially for the random configuration. One
should also bear in mind the computational costs involved in the simulations. Simulations
involving higher number of particles would require more CPU time, while simulations involving
lower number of particles would require less CPU time. Additionally, the time used to generate
the initial particle configuration should also be accounted for. All the additional factors ought
also to be considered when trying to extrapolate conclusions about either to opt for a regular or
random distribution, with more or less particle density.
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Figure 2: Absolute velocity magnitude difference between SPH results and Star-CM++.
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Figure 3: Relative velocity magnitude difference between SPH results and Star-CM++.
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